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ICA

Instantaneous Mixing Model: Assume N sensors, D sources with D < N,
that are linearly mixed

x[n] = As[n]+Z[n]or


x1[n]
x2[n]

...
xN [n]

 =


a11 a12 . . . a1D
a21 a22 . . . a2N

...
...

...
...

N1 aN2 . . . aND




s1[n]
s2[n]

...
sD [n]

+Z[n]

Problem: Both mixing matrix A and sources s[n] are unknown. From
measurements of x[n], n = 0, 1, ..., L− 1, recover A and s[n].
Assumptions:

I Sources are zero mean, i.e. E (sl [n] = 0, l = 1, ..,D.

I Sources are uncorrelated, i.e. E (s[n]sT [n]) = diag(pl).

I Sources are independent, i.e. p(s1, s2, .., sD) = ΠD
l=1pl(sl).

I Sources are non-Gaussian distributed except for possibly one.

ICA relies on independence and non-Gaussian source assumption.



ICA and Applications

More general model is Convolutive Mixing: xl [n] =
∑D

k=1 hlk [n] ∗ sk [n]

ICA has several practical applications:

I The ”cocktail party problem”: separation of voices or music or
sounds

I Sensor array processing, e.g. radar

I Biomedical signal processing with multiple sensors: EEG, ECG,
MEG, fMRI

I Telecommunications: e.g. multiuser detection in CDMA

I Financial and other time series

I Noise removal from signals and images

I Feature extraction for images and signals

I Brain modelling



Cocktail Party Problem



ICA and EEG Processing1

1Makeig, S., Bell, A. J., Jung, T. P., & Sejnowski, T. J. (1996).
Independent component analysis of electroencephalographic data. In Advances
in neural information processing systems (pp. 145-151).



Principal Component Analysis(PCA)

PCA is a data representation/ compression technique: Finds an efficient
low-dimensional orthonormal basis to represent a random vector in a
mean squared sense.

Rxx = E (x[n]xH [n]) = APAH + σ2
z I, where P = diag(pl)

Eigen-decomposition should allow us to find the number of sources D
and the noise variance.
Let us assume N = D and σ2

z = 0.
Problem: Find an orthonormal basis W for a p-dimensional subspace
(p ≤ N), i.e W ∈ CN×p and W HW = Ip×p, such that E (|W Hx[n]|2) is
maximized.

max
W∈CN×p,W HW=Ip×p

W HRxxW

Solution (PCA): W = [q1, ..,qp], where ql is an eigenvector of Rxx

corresponding to the lth largest eigenvalue. The approximation for x[n] is
obtained as

x̂[n] = WW Hx[n]



PCA and Whitening

If E = [q1, ..,qN ], then Rxx = EΛEH , is an eigen-decomposition where
Λ = diag(λl) contains the ordered eigenvalues, i.e. λ1 ≥ λ2... ≥ λN ≥ 0.

Then B = Λ−
1
2EH is a whitening matrix, i.e. BRxxB

H = IN×N and
y[n] = Bx[n] has uncorrelated components.
If B is a whitening matrix, QB is also a whitening matrix where Q is an
orthonormal matrix and yQ [n] = QBx[n] also has uncorrelated
components.
Implications

I Gaussian sources are not separable: If the sources (s[n]) are
Gaussian, y[n] and yQ [n] represent independent Gaussian sources.
Non-unique

I Uncorrelated property is not enough to separate sources

Need Independent and Non-Gaussian sources: The goal is to find Q, the
remaining unknown.



Ambiguities/Indeterminacies in ICA problem x[n] = As[n]

1. We cannot determine the variances (energies) of the independent
components (Scaling).

I The reason is that we can always write x[n] = ADD−1s[n],
where D is a diagonal matrix

I Therefore, the magnitudes of the si [n] can be freely
normalized, typically unit variance.

I This still leaves the sign of si [n] undetermined. Fortunately,
often the waveform si [n] is of interest.

2. We cannot determine the order of the independent components.
(Permutation)

I This is because we can always change the order in the sum and
call any one of the IC’s the first one.

I Mathematically this means instead of the original s[n], we can
only obtain DPs[n] where D is any nonsingular diagonal
scaling matrix and P is any permutation matrix

I Note that the elements of vector DPs[n] are independent if
and only if the elements of s[n] are independent.



ICA Methods

Assumption: All random variables are zero mean, number of sensors
equal to sources, i.e.N = D, and A is square and invertible.

Maximum Likelihood Estimate: Assume a certain non-Gaussian prior on
the sources and compute a ML estimate of the mixing matrix A. Once
you have A, can demix the sources.

Independence criteria

I Random variable Y1 and Y2 are independent implies
pY1Y2(y1, y2) = pY1(y1)pY2(y2). Also
E (G (Y1)H(Y2)) = E (G (Y1))E (H(Y2)), for arbitrary G (.) and H(.).
Non-linear decorrelation.

I Kullback-Liebler distance KL(p|q) =
∫
p(y) ln p(y)

q(y)dy ≥ 0: Use

KL(p(s1, .., sD)|p(s1)p(s2)..p(sD)) to measure independence

Non-Gaussianity: Maximize distance from Gaussianity

I Kurtosis : kurt(X ) = E (X 4)− 3(E (X 2))2

I Neg-Entropy: J(X ) = H(XGauss)− H(X ) ≥ 0, where H(X ) is the
differential entropy of the random vector X and XGauss is a Gaussian
random vector with same covariance matrix as X .


